ARIZONA BOXING AND MIXED MARTIAL ARTS COMMISSION
TIPS TO TRAINER’S, CORNERMAN AND SECONDS
1. Arizona License Application must be filled out completely, accompanied by TWO (2) Passport Size
Color Photos or Email a Digital Photo to azboxingandmma@azracing.gov of the Applicant and
send in a MONEY ORDER and License Application for $25.00, payable to the Arizona Boxing and
MMA Commission. This application will serve as your registration with Arizona Boxing and
MMA Commission.
2. Copy of Driver’s License, Valid Identification or other Lawful Presence Documents must be provided
along with Arizona License Application.
3. Adrenaline 1:1000 is the only permissible substance to be used on cuts. Any other substance,
unless approved by a commission doctor, is prohibited and will be confiscated by the commission
inspector, and appropriate disciplinary action shall be levied against all responsible parties.
4. Only plain water may be administered to a fighter during a contest.
5. Only small amounts of plain Vaseline may be applied to the area around the eyes and face of a
contestant.
6. The chief second is responsible for the conduct of the corner. Misconduct of the corner may result in
the disqualification of the contestant.
7. A second shall not stand on the ring apron or enter the ring during the course of a round or during an
interrupted round without permission from the referee.
8. A second may not administer aid to a contestant during a round or an officially interrupted round.
9. A contestant who is knocked or fallen out of the ring may be helped back onto the ring apron by
anyone except his manager and second. He has a total of 20 seconds to get into the ring and rise to
compete.
10. Contestants who do not perform to the best of their ability may be penalized by withholding of all, or
part of the purse.
11. Corners shall respect the instructions of the referee, who at all times has complete control of the
fight.
12. All managers, seconds and contestant shall respect the instructions of the commission inspectors.
13. No smelling salts allowed.
14. The Commission may request a urinalysis test before and/or after the fight. Failure of the fighter to
cooperate with the official administering the test may result in the withholding of the purse and/or
suspension.
15. All licensees are responsible for knowing the laws and rules of the Arizona State Boxing and MMA
Commission.
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